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Summaries in english 

 

1. Speeding up statistical information activities to serve the 

Statistical Branch's scientific study  

                                                                                       Pham Son 

In order to improve the quality of the scientific study of statistics, the scientific 

information work should: 

-  Collect and timely introduce advanced statistical scientific achievements of the world 

- Collect and systematize results of in-country researches 

- Collect and systematize professional documents to form base for drawing 

experiences. 

 

Hép th− b¹n ®äc 

Trong thêi gian gÇn ®©y, Ban biªn tËp Th«ng tin Khoa häc thèng kª ®· 

nhËn ®−îc c¸c tin, bµi cña c¸c t¸c gi¶ cã tªn d−íi ®©y:  

Lª Hoa, Hµ V¨n TiÕp, Bïi Trinh, TrÞnh Quang V−îng, D−¬ng M¹nh Hïng, 

Hoµng Ph−¬ng TÇn, NguyÔn ThÞ Ph−¬ng, V¨n NguyÔn,  NguyÔn V¨n N«ng, 

NguyÔn Hång Danh, §Æng Qu¶ng, NguyÔn ThÕ Hµ, Bïi ThÞ Th¶o, NguyÔn TrÇn 

§µo, Lý Minh Kh¶i, NguyÔn Phïng S¬n Hµ, NguyÔn BÝch L©m, Lª D©n, Lª Huy, 

NguyÔn ThÞ Liªn, NguyÔn V¨n §oµn, TrÇn ThÞ BÝch, TrÇn §¨ng Long, Quang T¹i, 

Kh¶i Hoµn, Xu©n Hång, S¬n Hµ, NguyÔn Hoµ B×nh, Ph¹m §×nh Hµn, NguyÔn 

Ch−, Phan §¾c Léc, NguyÔn ThÕ Chinh, NguyÔn BÝch L©m, NguyÔn ThÕ Hµ, 

Thiªn Hµ, Huy Hoµng, NguyÔn Phong, TuÊn NghÜa, Hµn Ngäc L−¬ng, Hoµng 

TÝch Giang, Vò §øc Kh¸nh, NguyÔn Qu¸n, NguyÔn ThÞ §éng, Khæng V¨n Th¾ng, 

ViÖt Linh (LiÖu), GS.TS. Ph¹m Ngäc KiÓm,.... 

Ngoµi c¸c bµi ®· ®−îc ®¨ng trong c¸c sè Th«ng tin võa qua, Ban biªn tËp 

hiÖn ®ang tiÕp tôc nghiªn cøu ®Ó sö dông c¸c tin, bµi kh¸c. 

Ban biªn tËp Th«ng tin  khoa häc thèng kª mong tiÕp tôc nhËn ®−îc sù 

céng t¸c cña c¸c t¸c gi¶.  

Tin vµ bµi xin göi vÒ ®Þa chØ: 

Ban biªn tËp Th«ng tin khoa häc thèng kª 

           54 NguyÔn ChÝ Thanh, §èng §a, Hµ Néi. 
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2. Socio-economic favorable rate in 2002 and expectations in 2003 

                                                                                        Thien Son 

Through socio-economic data in 2002 the author has worked out a full picture on 

Vietnam's scio-economic situation with many glad signals: high rate of economic growth; 

stable socio-economic situation, living standard of a large part of the population 

improved. Being inspired by the above achievements and with active steering and 

direction of the Government, it is certain that socio-economic indicators, which were 

passed by the 11th National Assembly, will become true. 

3. To assess the effectiveness of the application of new science 

and technology to production and business of enterprises in 

market economy 

A.Pro, Dr. Le Tran Hao  - MA. Le Thanh Ha 

In order to assess the effectiveness of the utilization of new science and technology to 

production and business the authors have suggested the use of the following indicators: 

- Average production price per production unit; 

- Improve the quality of goods through comparison of the index of goods quality: ... 

- Through comparison of the investment elasticity coefficient, which is expressed as, ... 

4. A testing computation of HDI using Vietnam's statistical data 

                                                       Nguyen Van Pham 

For a testing computation of HDI for 61 provinces using Vietnam's data, we need: 

- To use data from the annual sample surveys on population change to estimate 

the expectation of life at birth for provinces. 

- For calculation of intellectual index we need to refer to data of the Ministry of 

Education and Training. 

- For calculation of GDP per capita according to PPP$, we use results of the 

scientific research theme "The calculation of gross production according to PPP$ in 

Vietnam", which was carried out in 2001 by the Institute of Statistical Sciences. 

5. An introduction to models used for studying relationships 

between economy and environment 

                     Bui Trinh 

The article introduces three directions to use I/O model to study relationships 

between economy and environment: 

- In determining green GDP 

- In enlarging the I/O model to study the pollution 

- Some links between the two models.  


